Design Central
Co-Design Module 02:
Solution Co-Design

Module 02: Designing the Solution
Design Central Co-Design Process Orientation

Facilitating This Module

This module imagines possible project outcomes and co-designs solutions

Diverse subgroups are very important to this module. Try hard not to have a

to resolve the pains felt and deliver the benefits sought by end-customers.

team of all one type, eg. Researchers in one subgroup, end-customers in
another, etc. Try to split people up to reduce the affects of decision bias, and
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Imagine a #MASSIVE – a possible future large-scale outcome if the
Co-Design a #Skateboard Minimum Viable Prototype (MVP) – the
smallest, feasible first step on the journey towards the #MASSIVE
•

Identifying important projects assets that are close-at-hand –
people, technologies, knowledge, infrastructure, relationships

•

Propose ways to use those assets to de-risk the project and
amplify its impact

•

Understand the pathway to impact

Subgroup 1

Subgroup 2

Subgroup 3

Participants organised into groups of 5-6 people

Module Overview Diagram

Use this diagram to orient the project participants at both the divergent

project is wildly successful
•

Coordinator

Facilitation Team

Goal of this Module

•

open up the scope for creative interactions between different people.
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Module 03

Future-Cast step, and the Convergent Back-Cast step.
.

Divergent Step: What’s our #MASSIVE Impact?
Goal of This Step

Step Tool – Future-Casting Tool

“Future-Casting” – facilitator carefully guides the participants to open their
hearts and minds to imagine the biggest possible impact their project could
have by a future date, e.g. 2030 (10 years), 2040 (20 years).
Method

Working in diverse subgroups, fill in two copies of the Future-cast Tool with
at least two potential #MASSIVE futures, each with some metric of success.
Tips on Facilitating the #MASSIVE

•

Tightly time-box this exercise – 5 minutes should be enough to create
urgency, break through mental barriers

•

Encourage people to think big – “this is the one time in your career
where you don’t need to worry about being too ambitious”

•

Suggest people imagine what 100X (one hundred times) bigger impact
would look like, and use that number to calibrate their ambition

•

Larger groups may need an opening, inspirational piece about how the

Tips on Using the #MASSIVE Tool

world has been transformed, and the threats that we face.

•

If you can easily imagine how to deliver the #MASSIVE impact, its probably
not ambitious enough

•

The success metric should be a concrete number; think what 10X or even
100X impact might look like: quantify your ambition.

Convergent Step: What’s our #skateboard MVP?
Goal of This Step

Step Tool – #Skateboard MVP

“Back-Casting” – facilitator carefully guides the participants to think in
specific, concrete terms of the smallest first step they can make.
Method

Working in diverse subgroups, fill in the #Skateboard MVP Tool, then have
each share back to the wider group to craft a set of potential prototypes.
Optional: vote on the key features that the best prototype should express.
Tips on Facilitating the #Skateboard MVP

•

Again, tightly time-box this exercise, 10 mins should be enough.

•

Encourage people to be specific and think small – “name names, what
might the next three phone calls be to start this project today?”

•

Check in on each subgroup after 5 minutes to see if they are still being
too abstract, a mental trap that smart people can fall into.

•

Show this diagram at the start to explain what we’re looking for:

Tips on Using the #Skateboard MVP Tool

•

The ”What if we…” box sometimes stumps first-time users; try filling out one
of the other boxes first, e.g. ”We could test these hypotheses…” or “Earlyadopter Customers would be…” to prompt a creative idea

•

Think in concrete terms what elements are in the proposed project today
and use those to fill in the ‘Using’ box

•
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Ask, ‘Who are the Early-Adopter Customers, and what do they want’?

Variant: If #skateboard MVP Already Exists
Goal of This Step

Step Tools from Module 01 – Problem Discovery

Projects where a strong #Skateboard MVP is a key input still need to consider

See Module 01 for “How to Use” Tips and Other Details

how to extend that MVP for this project – into a #Scooter:

•

Value Proposition Tool

•

Desirability, Viability, Feasibility Test Tool
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1.

2.

Prepare two tools from Module 01 – Problem Discovery:
1.

Value Proposition Table

2.

Desirability, Viability, Feasibility Test

As pre-work, test the existing feature-set of the pre-existing #Skateboard
MVP against pains, needs, jobs and/or benefits captured in the Value
Proposition Table. Highlight gaps and/or additional learnings

3.

In the workshop, review the Value Proposition Table, and then run the
Desirability, Viability Feasibility Test with diverse subgroups, who

thenl report back on the fitness of the pre-existing #Skateboard MVP
Tips on Facilitating

•

Tightly time-box this exercise, 10 mins should be enough to complete.

Design Central: Future-cast / Back-cast Roadmap
10

#MASSIVE
2030

Working out our destination, then the first step on the journey
1

2
WHAT IF…

e.g. … we could
influence the
families in a whole
village?

WHAT IF…

4

e.g. … we could
influence all families in
an entire region?

5
WHAT IF…

e.g. … we changed
the food sourcing and
preparation culture
of a nation?

Pollenizer Global Pty Ltd

e.g. … we could influence
families in a single
community group to eat a
more balanced diet?

WHAT IF…

3

#SKATEBOARD MVP - the smallest
innovation we can measure and build
upon to create our proof-of-concept
and –market.

#START

#MASSIVE - the project’s
“North Star” that is never
forgotten. If you can
imagine how you will get
there yet, then you aren’t
thinking big enough.

How to use: as an orientation device, explain alongside the Minimum Viable Prototype explainer diagram...

Design Central: Future-casting Tool

First Attempt

“BY 20__, HUGE SUCCESS IN THIS PROJECT WILL MEAN…”

Possible Success Metric:

Second Attempt

“BY 20__, HUGE SUCCESS IN THIS PROJECT WILL MEAN…”

Possible Success Metric:

How to use: imagine a possible future state… how big an impact can you have? How will you measure success?

Design Central: Back-Casting #Skateboard MVP Tool
What if we… (did ‘X’, i.e. took this action)

We could test these hypotheses…

Using… (these specific features, people, resources)

Early-adopter Customers would be…

Our next step would then be…

Other partners/resources we might need…

How to use: ask “what’s the smallest step we can take to test our hypotheses on the journey to our #MASSIVE impact?”

